INTERNET / WLAN INTERNET ACCESS
All guests / tenants of the guest house, as well as the apartments Lay, which use the WLAN access, explain
agree to the following regulation / agreement:
1. Permission to use free of charge
The owner operates an internet connection via WLAN. It allows the guest / tenant to use the connection for
the duration of the stay in the building. The use is granted as a service by the landlord and is revocable at
any time. The respective guest / tenant does not have the right to allow third parties to use the Internet access
/ WLAN. The holder is entitled at any time to discontinue the operation of this access in whole, in part or in
time, to allow further co-users and to restrict or exclude the access of the guests / tenants wholly, in part or
in time. In particular, the owner reserves the right, at his own discretion, Access to certain pages or services
via the accesses (e.g., violent, pornographic, or paid sites)
2. Access data
All access data (username and password) are only for the personal use of the guest Tenant and may not be
passed on to third parties in any case.
The guest/tenant undertakes to keep the access data secret. The owner has the right at all times Access code.
3. Tips, dangers of the WLAN use
The guest / tenant is pointed out to the fact, that under use of the Internet access WLAN made ones
Data traffic uncoded one occurs.
Only the access to the Internet is allowed. The called away contents are defeated by no examination
by the owner, in particular not as a result whether they contain Schadsoftware. The use of the accesses
occurs on own danger and on own risk of the guest / tenant. The owner expressly points to it
there that the danger passes, that Schadsoftware (z.b. Viruses, Trojans, worms, etc.) with the use
Of Internet access / WLANs reaches the terminal.
4. Responsibilit and exemption of claim
For about the Internet access and WLAN to transmitted data, the taken up ones about that to services
liable for costs and made legal transactions the guest / tenant is responsible himself.
The guest / tenant is obliged, with use of the Internet access about WLAN the valid right comply in
particular:
- to use the accesses neither for the call nor for the spreading of immoral or illegal contents;
- no copyright goods multiplicate illegally, spread supra accessibly make;
- the valid Jugenschutzvorschriften follow;
- no bothering, libellous or threatening contents dispatch or spread;
- the accesses are not of use for the sending of mass news (SPAM) and / or other forms of unzu more
carelessly advertisement.
The guest / tenant assumes the liability concerning the use contrary to the terms of the agreement or illegal,
as well as by the use to resulted costs and releases the owner from all damages and claims of third who are
based on an illegal use of the Internet access about WLAN on an offence against the present arrangement.
This also applies on for with the claim or their defence to coherent costs and expenditures.
If the guest tenant recognises this such a law breaking and / or such an offence is given or threatens, he
points out the owner to this fact.
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